A baby only three days old likes water that is sweet better than
of
water that is not sweet. Even a baby can tell one (1)
water from the other.
;
1. (A) kind
(B) lost
(C) full

The first place to look for something to eat is here in the
of milk or an apple?
kitchen. Would you like a (2)
2 . (A) piece

(B) pile

(C) glass

Iceboats can move very fast. Sometimes they can go faster than
a (3)
.
3. (A) desk

(B) car

(C) snail

Animals use their teeth for things other than eating. One animal
uses its teeth to cut down (4)
4. (A) looks

(5)

(B) trees

'

(C) fun

People in one country do not cook meat. They eat it
1

5. (A) only

(B) raw

(C) keep

A snail is very (6)
hour to move just two feet!
6. (A) know

. It takes the animal about one
(C) friend

(B) slow

Not all people use cloth for making clothes . In one place
from a tree is used.
(7)
7 . (A) letter

(B) bark

(C) jump

Cats can smile . Cats can even cry. It is easy to see why cats
make good (8)
8. (A) cake

(B) umbrella

.

(C) pets

People may soon use cakes of ice from the South Pole. They
will be-used in lands without (9)
9. (A) water

(B) earth

(C) bird

How long can you go without sleeping? One person was able to
stay (10)
for seven days.
10. (A) awake

(B) puppy

(C) help

What living thing is as busy as a bee? All day long it
(1)
from flower to flower.
1. (A) flies

(B) box

(C) baby

People's eyes are most often blue or brown . Some birds have
eyes!
(2)
2. (A) hill

(B) yellow

(C) story

In some countries people eat strange things when they are sick.
In one country sick people eat (3)
!
.
3. (A) mice

(B) soup

(C) toast

Some turtles give off a bad smell. They are called mud turtles.
They live at the (4)
of ponds.
4 . (A) bottoms

(B) signs

Children like to play with a (5)
"catch" with it.
5. (A) ball

(B) grass

(C) fires

. They can play
(C) happy

Are white eggs better than brown eggs? No . The color of an egg
it.
on the outside has nothing to do with what is (6)
6. (A) above

(B) around

(C) inside

Always have someone with you when you are in the
(7)
. Do not swim when you are by yourself.
7. (A) wind

(B) water

(C) walk

American Indians were the first to grow corn . The first ears of
corn were small. They were only as long as your (8)
8. (A) house

(B) car

One dog looks for people lost in the (9)
a real friend to people .
9. (A) snow

(B) house

(C) ringer

. This dog is
(C) book

Some horses work for us. They pull or carry things. Other
horses are for (10)
10. (A),-riding

(B) pigs

(C) singing

The first watches were called "eggs ." They got this
(1)
because of their shape.
1. (A) hello

(B) window

(C). name

Birds can find food in the summer. But they need help from
people when (2)
comes.
2. (A) winter

(B) gold

Do you want a canary that (3)
The female cannot sing.
3. (A) sings

(B) eats

(C) away

? Then get a male.
(C) plays

No animal lives as long as a tree. Old trees are much
(4)
than any animal.
4. (A) face

(B) going

(C) older

Some cats like milk. Other cats like fish. Cats are like people.
Not all of them like the (5)
thing . .
5. (A) bell

(B) high

(C) same

. A pig's hair is very stiff.

Hair is not always (6)
6. (A) soon

(B) soft

(C) some

A telephone wire carries more than one voice. The
(7)
wire carries many voices at the same time.
7. (A) same

(B) shop

(C) string

Flying fish go high into the air. They do this when some other
them.,
fish is (8)
8. (A) after

(B) green

(C) little

People sometimes cut their hair. They may wear it long or
. People fix their hair in many different ways .
(9)
9. (A) tall

(B) short

(C) fat

American Indians once put bells around their legs . They liked
made.
the sound the (10)
10 . (A) chickens

(B) trains

(C) bells

It snows more in some mountains of our (1)
than it
does at the North Pole. The North Pole has much ice but not that
much snow.
1 . (A) school

(B) country

(C) garden

People have found a way to make gold. But it (2)
more than the gold is worth!
2. (A) likes

(B) costs

(C) wakes

Can you guess what the elephant fish looks like? That's right. It
has a long nose just like the (3)
3. (A) elephant

(B) city

Birds like to live in old trees. They (4)
eat in older trees .
4. (A) dress

(B) cold

Goldfish are not always (5)
Others may be black or brown.
5. (A) gold

(B) pull

(C) snow

more bugs to
(C) find

in color. Some are red.
(C) long

A baby squirrel likes nuts. When it can open a nut with its
, the young squirrel is ready to go out on its own.
(6)
6. (A) teeth

(B) bark

(C) wing

One bird, the ostrich, can run faster than a horse . The ostrich is
known for its (7)
7. (A) money

(B) winter

(C) speed

Long ago there were no books . At that time people did not
know how to (8)
8. (A) sing

(B) read

(C) window

Lions sleep most of the day. They come out to look for food at
9. (A) think

(B) cry

(C) night

Some towns have funny names. One of the (10)
town names is Why Not!
10. (A) easy

(B) prettiest

(C) strangest

The blue crab can swim well with its ten legs. The two legs at
the back of the blue crab are very (1)
1 . (A) happy

(B) strong

(C) friendly

Bread can be black, brown, or white. Whatever its color, it is
to eat.
(2)
2. (A) river

(B) good

(C) woman

Many people grow their own food. They say it saves them
of their own.
money and that it is fun to have a (3)
3. (A) name

(B) garden

(C) paper

No land animal is as big as an elephant. An elephant may
as much as three cars!
(4)
4. (A) weigh

(B) - duck

(C) wood

One animal can go a long time without water. That animal, the
very often.
camel, does not (5)
5. (A) drink

(B) walk

(C) tree

' Cowhands have big hats. Do you know why? It keeps the
(6)
out of their eyes .
6. (A) city

(B) sun

(C) pigs

Did you ever hear of the umbrella bird? The feathers on its
(7)
look like an umbrella.
7. (A) head

(B) barn

, (C) books

As water turns into ice, it becomes strong. Ice can split open a
rock (8)
8. (A) wall .

(B) party

(C) band

Can you tell what a cow eats? Try some of its milk . Sometimes
like a certain plant or grass .
the cow's milk (9)
9. (A) feeds

(B) tastes

(C) eats

Silk made by spiders is strong . Tests show that it is even
stronger than the strongest (10)
10. (A) pillow

(B) iron

(C) water

Some towns have only a few (1)
One town, O .K., has only two letters!
1 . (A) letters

(B) faces

in their names .
(C) hats

The giraffe has a long tongue. It is one and a half feet long! It
far out of the animal's mouth.
(2)
2. (A) walks

(B) sticks

The room the mouse likes best is the (3)
scraps of food there.
3. (A) back

(B) road

(C) away

. It can find
(C) kitchen

Do not paint the back of your pet turtle. It may make the turtle
look (4) _
, but it is bad for your pet.
4. (A) pretty

(B) cold

(C) party

Would you like to live in a house painted red, white, and blue?
One person who had a house painted it the colors of our
5. (A) flag

(B) dog

(C) horse

Mill had always wanted to fly. When she grew up, she took
across the
flying lessons . She was the first,woman to (6)
Atlantic Ocean .
(B) swim

6. (A) fly

(C) many

When you don't like the way someone acts, you may want to
(7)
that person. But remember that it's better to talk than
to fight.
(B) hit

7. (A) please

(C) love

Pigs and trees don't look alike. But they are alike in one way.
Both are (8)
(B) flowers

8. (A) wood

(C) living

? If you never got one, your
Do you like to get a (9)
hair would grow more than ten feet 1Qng!
9 . (A) coat

-

(B) haircut

Some people are much stronger than (10)
person was strong enough to pick up a horse .
10. (A) cry

(B) houses

(C) hurry

. One
(C) others

You cannot see the ears of a fish. Its ears are (1)
head!
1. (A) inside

(B) story

its

(C) give

Long ago people did not have sugar. They used (2)
to make things sweet. Some people like it better than sugar.
2. (A) lemons

(B) spoons

(C) honey

Fine feathers make fine birds . Birds know this. That is why they
themselves so often.
(3)
3. (A) hurt

(B) stick

Some bears sleep all (4)
spring, they are very hungry.
4. (A) tired

(B) winter

(C) clean

. When they wake up in the
(C) year

Many birds like to use hair in their nests. They like to sleep on
beds .
(5)
5 . (A) soft

(B) help

(C) today

Fire helps us. It cooks our food and keeps us warm . It also gives
us (6)
6. (A) hand

(B) light

(C) take

Waves travel from far off. A wave can travel all the way across
the (7)
7. (A) hand

(B) sea

(C) party

Many dogs eat too much . Like people, dogs; become
than they should be.
(8)
8. (A) heavier,

(B) lighter

Never lift a kitten by its (9)
but only when the kittens are very small.
9. (A) shoes

(B) neck

(C) smaller

. A mother cat does this
(C) friend

. They want to keep
People do not want to be (10)
well. Then they can work and play at their best .
10. (A) tall

(I) sick

(C) thin

Fish are not quiet little animals . They make many sounds. Some
like pigs!
fish even (1)
1. (A) grunt

(B) walk

(C) stop

Dolls were not always known as dolls . . At one time these
were called "babies ."
(2)
2 . (A) cars

(B) books

(C) toys

Would you like something to eat? What about eating the feet of
i !
an elephant? Some people have them for (3)
3. (A) first

(B) dinner

'(C) wish

Did you know that some plants can eat animals? The pitcher
and`eat bugs .
plant can (4)
4. (A) alive

(B) catch

(C) busy

Balloons can fly a long way. Some have flown across the sea
!
from other (5) _
5. (A) lakes

(B) lands'

(C) caves

powers .

Long ago people believed rings had (6)
They thought a ring could make their eyes strong!
6. (A) strange

(B) no

Many people eat some of their (7)
They say it is fun to do this now and then.
7. (A) meals

(B) toys

(C) yellow

away from home.
(C) doors

Do you know how many eggs a hen lays? A good hen will lay
egg each day.
(8)
8. - (A)-yard

(B) know

(C) one

Can you listen well? Do you give others a chance to
? You learn much if you know how to listen.
(9)
9. (A) talk

(B) sit

.-~ i-ox is often a friend of the farm dog . It
is away!
if the (10)
10. (A) grass

(B) room,

(C) eat

with the dog
(C) farmer

Which color is (1)
-is it yellow, red, or orange? If
you said orange, you were right.
1 . (A) next

(B) almost

Some animals can hear better than (2)
hear much better than we can.
2. (A) time

(B) people

It is, fun to take a swim on a hot,(3)
good way to keep cool .
3. (A) summer

(B) early

(C) brightest

. Dogs can
(C) away

day. It is also a
(C) sled

It does not take a bird very long to make a nest. Some birds can
make a nest in one (4)
4. (A) dinner

(B) day

(C) please

Fish live in the water. Some are big. Others are so small that
to see.
they are not (5)
5. (A) school

(B) door

(C) easy

Everyone knows that birds fly south when winter comes. How
that some butterflies go south, too?
many of you (6)
6. (A) bake

(B) know

(C) meet

One animal has a long neck. Yet this animal, the giraffe, has
only seven (7)
in its neck, the same as a mouse!
7. (A) legs

(B) bones

(C) hats

Nothing happens when a snake bites a pig. The pig's coat of
(8)
keeps it from being hurt.
8. (A) paint

(B) trees

(C) fat

Sometimes it's nice to do things alone. You can draw and paint
pictures. You can read a good (9)
9. (A) book

(B) boat

(C) dinner

Do you talk faster than you can think? Most (10)
think six times as fast as they talk.
10. (A) worms

(B) people

(C) stores

We do not need light to do everything . Things that we can do in
the dark are laugh, cry, sing a (1)
, or talk to someone.
1. (A) cookie

(B) letter

Look in a bird's (2)
has no teeth.
2. (A) mouth

(C) song

. You_ may be surprised. A bird
(B) eyes

(C) legs

Squirrels have a funny way of hiding. They duck (3) to the other side of a tree when they hear someone coming.
3 . (A) call

(B) around

People live longer than most (4)
the few animals that live longer.
4. (A) wheels

(B) flowers

(C) before

. The turtle is one of
(C) animals

A small baby sleeps most of the time. When it is not sleeping, it
is (5)
or crying.
5. (A) flying

(B) hello

(C) eating

It's a scary feeling to be lost. If you don't want to get lost,
always stay with someone. Don't go off by (6)
6. (A) either

(B) whenever

(C) yourself

The teeth of an elephant are called tusks. They never
growing . They can get to be ten feet long!
(7)
7. (A) stop

(B) show

(C) bell

The catbird gets its name from its call . The call of a catbird
sounds (8)
a cat's "meow."
8. (A) goes

(B) like

Living things must have (9)
not live more than a few minutes .
9. (A) cake

(B) hats

Cats help farmers . They chase (10)
farmers' crops .
10. (A) elephants

(B) mice

(C) eats

. Without it, they could
(C) air

that eat the
(C) rain

Some grass grows very fast. In just one day it can grow three
feet high! You can almost (1)
it getting bigger.
1. (A) not

(B) see

Eskimo children like our (2)
candy. Most of all, they like ice cream!
2. (A) shoes

(B) hats

(C) fish

. They eat hot dogs and
(C) foods

Never pick up your pet rabbit by the ears. It (31
rabbit when you do this .
3 . (A) happy

(B) next

(C) hurts

A lion can jump very high. One can jump right (4)
an elephant!
4. (A) over

, (B) sat'

(C) water

A cat's eyes may each be a different color. One eye may be
yellow, and the other eye may be (5)
5. (A) open

(B) blue

(C) farmer

a

All horses have a birthday on the same day. They all become
on New Year's Day.
one year (6)
6. (A) older

(B) soon

(C) picture

How would you like a pet pony the size of a small dog? Some
two feet high.
ponies are (7)
7. (A) fire

(B) only

(C) money

All eggs do not look like a chicken's eggs . The eggs of one
of corn!
butterfly look like (8)
8. (A) drink

(B) ears

(C) fee

There are two ways to tell that rain is on the way. Birds fly
upside down.
lower, and tree leaves (9)
9. (A) carry

(B) sell

(C) turn

In some races you have to run a long way. Some people don't
finish for (10)
!
10. (A) hours

(B) fast

(C) winter

In some words the sound of a is said the (1)
as the
name of the letter. A few words like this are cake, face, game, and
name.
1 . (A) other

(B) same

(C) hello

Winter is the best time to find a bird's nest . After the leaves
, nests are easy to find.
have (2)
2. (A) fallen

(B) dinner

(C) fun

How much water can you drink? One animal, the camel, can
drink as much as fifty people can. Even then, it still (3)
more.
3. (A) rides

(B) pig

The names of some towns are (4)
United States is named Goodnight .
4. (A) hide

(B) funny

(C) wants

_ . One town in the
(C) jump

Bears like to eat mice. A bear will dig up a whole hill just to
find one (5)
5. (A) drop

(B) mouse

(C) tree

Birds sometimes make nests in (6)
was found in a telephone booth!
6. (A) cook

(B) grow

places . One nest
(C) strange

How many hot dogs do you eat each year? Most people
(7)
about eighty.
7 . (A) sleep

(B) eat

(C) trap

Do you know how people sometimes catch an elephant? They
the elephant .
dig a big hole . In (8)
8. (A) falls

(B) eats

(C) rains

Not only birds eat worms . Some people like them too! They say
when cooked.
worms are (9)
9. (A) pull

(B) best

(C) trees

in the sky. You can look up and
Stars make (10)
find birds, bears, dogs, and people.
10. (A) dinners

(B) weeks

(C) pictures

Some cats have orange eyes! Would you like to (1)
such a pet?
1. (A) sing

(B) own,

(C) funny

Long ago a train had a sail . The wind (2)
down the tracks!
2. (A) sank

(B) stopped

the train
(C) blew

Lions do not like the hot sun. They sleep in the shade of a
3. (A) jump

(B) tree

(C) money

Children in Japan like picnics, too. The picnic (4)
they like best are fish and rice .
4 . (A) foods

(B) paths

Many animals have no (5)
place to place as long as they live.
5 . (A) soon

(B) homes

(C) stories

. They just move from
(C) books

A big circus travels in its own train . All the people and animals
in the show (6)
in this train.
6 . (A) splash

(B) ride

(C) soft

Rabbits like to live where there is grass. They like the tall grass
to (7)
in.
7 . (A) cook

(B) wagon

(C) hide

Trees do not look the same all through the year. In the winter
their leaves .
most trees (8)
8. (A) lose

(B) hop

(C) tell

A great many sheep are raised in the West. They are used to
(9)
_ many people.
9. (A) until

(B) know

(C) feed

Do you pack too much when you go on a trip? Plan what you'll
be doing while you are away. Then take only things you'll
(10)
10: (A) need

(B) smell

(C) eat

The bark of trees was once used for making boats . People also
used bark for food when they got (1)
!
1 . (A) cold

(B) swim

(C) hungry

A fish was found in a piece of ice. The fish was as hard as
!
stone . When the ice melted, the fish came to (2)
2. (A) life

(B) cold

(C) flower

People who can't hear sounds often talk to one another with
of
their hands. They can make hand signs for all the (3)
the ABCs.
3. (A) letters

(B) ears

(C) dishes

The letter 1 is one letter that is also a whole word. Can you
letter that makes a full word?
think of any (4)
4. (A) other

(B) floor

(C) jump

made of

How would you like to eat food from a (5)
grass? People in one country do!
5 . (A) city

(B) plate

(C) talk

Long ago it was thought that people could turn into cats! People
do not (6)
that today.
6. (A) cook

(B) give

I(q think

Fish swim fast in the sea. They are much faster than fish that
live in lakes and (7)
7. (A) trees

(B) sky

(C) rivers

Air is all around us, but we cannot see it. Air has no
8. (A) apples

(B) help

(C) color

The elephant gets along very well with other animals. Not many
animals would think of (9)
it!
9. (A) buying

(B) hurting

(C) name

Are you hungry? How about eating fish eyes? Some people say
fine!
they (10)
10. (A) race

(B) taste

(C) tell

The small red car at the end of a train is called the
(1)
. It is also called the "monkey house."
l . (A) caboose

(B) again

(C) pick

What do road signs tell you? They tell you about things to
(2)
for up ahead. They may let you know about animals
crossing the road or about parks and eating places .
2 . (A) talk

No fish has (3)
3. (A) legs

(B) sleep

(C) look

, but one fish can walk on its fins!
(B) eyes

(C) wish

A horse moves its ears to show how it feels. When angry, it lays
its ears back against its (4)
4. (A) balloon

(B) head

(C) boat

Camels do not like to carry heavy packs. They kick and spit to
how they feel .
(5)
5. (A) wish

(B) show

(C) song

Many people are afraid of high places or fire. It is good that
people are afraid. They will be more careful and keep themselves
from getting (6)
6. (A) hurt

(B) clever

(C) busy

Some plants have roots that grow (7)
. It's hard to
dig up the ends of these roots . Other plants have roots that are easy
to dig up.
7. (A) deep

(B) cold

Birds have good (8)
food from high in the sky.
8. (A) sight

(C) quiet

. They can see small bits of
(B) walls

(C) cuts

Hairs from the tail of an elephant are used by people . The hairs
are (9)
into rings!
9. (A) told

(B) went

(C) made

A person cannot live without water. Think how much you
(10)
water after a few hours . without it.
10. (A) need

(B) next

(C) round

More and more people are now running just for fun . They may
run two or more (1)
every day.
1 . (A) miles

(B) bells

(C) rockets

A bear sometimes goes fishing for food. It pulls fish out of the
water with its (2)
2. (A) train

(B) paws

(C) milk

Long ago poor children did not go to school . Instead, they went
to (3)
3. (A) doctor

(B) elephant

(C) work

The tiger is the biggest of all the big cats . No other animal in
is as big.
the cat (4)
4 . (A) family

eat.

(B) ride

Ducks are happy in (5)

5. (A) fire

(B) salt

(C) drink

. They find fish and plants to
-

(C) water

It is not easy to tell if a snake is sleeping . Its (6)
always open. A snake has no eyelids .
6. (A) cars

(B) legs

are

(C) eyes

People have looked at the stars for years. Stars have helped
people to tell time and to (7)
their way around .
7. (A) close

(B) hurt

(C) find

The look on a monkey's face tells how it (8)
easy to tell if a monkey is happy.
8. (A) before

(B) feels

. It is

(C) reads

Be careful before you give your pet bird a bath. Water that is
too (9)
is harmful.
9. (A) soft

(B) long

(C) cold ,

One animal has eyes all over its body. Even with all its eyes,
this worn cannot (10)
very well.
10. ~A) want

(B) see

(C) flower

Would y,,6u like the same food every day? Some cows eat
nothing but (1)
all their lives .
1 . (A) baby

(B) cold

(C) grass

One fish has its teeth in a funny (2)
its tongue!
2. (A) place

(B) car

. Its teeth are on
(C) help

Even the biggest bear was tiny when it was (3)
can hold a baby bear in your hands.
3. (A) old

(B) born

. You

(C) found

Air keeps changing . Sometimes it is full of rain. Sometimes it is
is called wind.
full of snow. Air that (4)
4. (A) rests

(B) moves

(C) shines

Windy days are good for flying kites. The (5)
the kites high above the ground.
5 . (A) horse

(B) wind

(C) chair

pulls

Many people save string . One of these people has made a
(6)
of string that is twice as big as a person!
6. (A) ball

(B) dinner

(C) grand

A bird will fly away if it hears a noise. We should not
(7)
if we want the bird to stay near us.
7. (A) talk

(B) hill

(C) time

Did you ever lose money? You will not lose it again if you put
it in a (8)
8. (A) fish

(B) wagon

(C) bank

Most ants are small . Some are not any bigger than a
(9)
. Others are one inch long .
(C),
9. (A) school
(B) doll
dot

The biggest bird lays the biggest eggs. So large are the eggs of
the ostrich that the (10)
are used as bowls!
10. (A) shells

(B) talk

(C) people

May Day started many years ago . On the first day of May,
games .
people often dance around -a pole and (1)
1. (A) play

(B) cry

(C) thank

The nest of one kind of bird looks like a little grass boat! It
on the water.
(2)
2. (A) floats

(B) this

(C) book

Trains in the early days were not always on time. They often
had to stop until sleeping cows got off the (3)
3. (A) tall

(B) tracks

(C) blue

One kind of bug is like a cow . After it feeds on the bark of a
by an ant.
tree, it is (4)
4. (A) sailed

(B) mailed

(C) milked

People pay money for strange things . A lock of hair from a
famous person sold for hundreds of (5)
5. (A) words

(B) thanks

(C) dollars

A tree needs air just as people do . Air gets into a tree by the
small holes in the (6)
6. (A) why

(B) leaves

(C) toys

You can live without food for weeks. But you can live without
(7)
for only a few days .
7. (A) books

(B) powder

(C) water

People have been fishing for a long time . Fishing is a way to
have fun and a way to make (8)
8. (A) money

(B) ducks

A baby elephant (9)
milk in one day!
9. (A) walks

(C) wheel

milk. It can drink ten quarts of
(B) likes

The ears of a cricket are not on its (10)
on its legs!
10. (A) house

(B) thank

(C) hits

. Its ears are
(C) head

Do you ever talk with your hands? Many people use their hands
of their bodies to say things.
or other (1)
l. (A) plays

(B) parts

(C) letters

An elephant's eyelashes are as long as a pencil! Nearlyabout an elephant is big.
(2)
2. (A) nothing

(B) everything

(C) just

Some whales jump high out of the water. They come down with
a big (3)
!
3. (A) splash

(B) airplane

(C) walk

Nobody can live without water. We need water for
(4)
, cooking, cleaning, and growing food.
4. (A) pointing

(B) drinking

(C) banking

People who pick oranges carry bags . They (5)
oranges into the bags .
5. (A) ring'

(B) sleep

(C) drop

the

Apples keep better than many other (6)
keep for nine months in a very cool place .
6. (A) jokes

(B) glasses

. They will
(C) fruits

The eggs of birds are not always the same (7) _
Some are white. Other eggs may be blue or brown.
7. (A) color

(B) eyes

(C) went

There is a new kind of clock. The alarm stops (8)
when you speak to it and tell it to stop.
8. (A) flying

(B) dancing

(C) ringing

An elephant does not like too much heat. It cools off by
(9)
in the water.
9. (A) sitting

(B) crying

(C) bring

A pet fish does not need to eat more than (10)
day. A small fish does not get very hungry.
10. (A) leg

(B) never

(C) once

a

All people grow two sets of teeth . The first teeth come in before
teeth.
we are two years old. We call them our (1)
1. (A) baby

(B) fly

(C) pig

look happy, angry,
Look at yourself . Does your (2)
or sad? Do you see the person that you want to be?
2. (A) face

Cats can (3)
is easy for them.
3. (A) fish

(B) mother

(C) teacher

trees . They often do this just for fun. It
(B) write

(C) climb

Most people like apples . Some like them fresh from the tree .
Others like apples in a (4)
4. (A) pie

(B) cow

(C) know

The swellfish can blow up like a balloon. It does this by taking
5. (A) air

(B) picnic

(C) street

A sheep was the first animal to fly. It was carried up in the air
by a (6)
6. (A) balloon

(B) robin

(C) spider

The eggs of animals do not all look the same. Some are
(7)
. Others look like small milk bottles!
7. (A) round

(B) next

(C) hurry

A new truck is so long that it has a telephone in it! The people
in the (8)
can talk to the people in the back .
8. (A) puppy

(B) table

Can you tell when a caAs (9)
animal seems to get bigger.
9. (A) until

(B) look

(C) front

? The back of the
(C) afraid

You can make friends by writing letters . People all over the
(10)
will write back to you.
10. (A) world

(B) story

(C) game

of a hen.
A glass egg is sometimes placed in the (1)
The glass egg helps the hen to remember to lay real eggs!
1 . (A) roll

(B) nest

(C) wall

Many birds sleep standing on their feet. They first find a place
for the night.
where they will be (2)
2. (A) school

Never (3)
animal.
3. (A) pull

(B) safe

(C) other

your pet dog by the tail. It will hurt the
(B) stone

(C) better

People sail boats on lakes, on rivers, and on the ocean. The
(4)
blows the boats along.
4. (A) kite

(B) rope

(C) wind

Many animals fly in airplanes . They are taken to zoos. Some
in an airplane .
animals seem to like a (5)
5. (A) trip

(B) ground

(C) over

Don't sit too close to a television set. It is best to sit
(6)
the room from it.
6. (A) near

(B) across

(C) under

All living things are plants or animals. If something lives, it
must be one or the (7)
7 . (A) other

(B) farm

(C) cake

Long, long ago, people started to skate on ice . The
ice skates were made of bone.
(8)
8. (A) first

, (B) stone

(C) very

Kittens that have three colors are always girls . Kittens that have
orange and yellow stripes and look like (9)
are usually
boys .
9. (A) tigers

(B) bears

(C) rabbits

The United States is beautiful . It has rivers, lakes, and many
high (10)
10. (A) very

(B) mountains

(C) right

All cars do not look alike . Some are big. Some are
(1)
. Cars come in many colors .'
1 . (A) day

(B) small

(C) fell

There is a strange forest with trees of many colors. No leaves
(2)
on any of the trees . The tree trunks have turned to
stone .
2. (A) hit

(B) grow

(C) row

A bear can run very fast. Even a pony can not (3)
up with a bear.
3. (A) table

(B) keep

Look at a cat's face. Something is (4).
eyelashes!
4. (A) street

(B) with

(C) name

. A cat has no
(C) missing

Birds, like other animals, must eat to keep going. They spend
most of their day (5)
for things to eat.
5. (A) buying

(B) looking

(C) giving

People once used sand and water to clean their hands. Today we
use (6)
in place of the sand.
6. (A) hungry

(B) grass

(C) soap

The cowfish has a horn over each eye . We can (7)
how the fish got its name .
7. (A) see

(B) zoo

(C) took

Cat owners often place small bells around the necks of their
pets . The sound of the bell tells the (8)
who is coming!
8. (A) eggs

(B) birds

(C) away

Long ago children could not play with dolls . Only older people
could own them. How times have (9)
!
9. (A) find

(B) changed

(C) very

Animals may fall asleep anywhere. A cat might sleep on a pile
of wood. A lion might take a (10)
in a tree.
10. (A) bell

(B) nap

(C) shoe

People do not always like the same (1)
one country people eat monkeys!
1. (A) summer

(B) things

to eat . In
(C) think

Birds always seem to be in a hurry. They are very fast and
always seem so (2)
2 . (A) busy

(B) farm

(C) found

Some dogs sleep under snow. When they get up in the morning,
they (3)
fine .
3. (A) cook

(B) read

-

(C) feel

Trees are our friends . They give us apples and other foods .
from the sun.
They also give us (4)
4 . (A) money

(B) shade

(C) cake

Babies can be taught to swim. Parents sometimes bring their
babies to swimming class . Soon the babies are swimming all over
` the (5)
5(A) air

(B) floor

(C) pool

The American Indians made (6)
before Columbus
came to America . Some popped their corn in pots that had been
filled with hot sand.
6. (A) popcorn

(B) cupcakes

(C) feathers

A bear has a coat of fur. In the winter the fur keeps the bear
7. (A) warm

(B) just

(C) table

In early days people made their own homes . The first thing they
did was to cut down (8)
8. (A) bells

(B) trees

(C) duck

Do you know what has legs but doesn't walk? Think about the
(9)
that you often sit on.
9. (A) horse

(B) floor

(C) chair

A monkey has (10)
somewhat like yours . A
monkey can hold things with its hands.
10. (A) hands

(B) cow

(C) drink

A person makes a home. Without a person (1)
a house is not a home .
1 . (A) farming

(B) living

(C) boating

An elephant has a big nose. It often (2)
feet long.
2 . (A) plays

in it,

to be six

(B) grows

(C) name

Many people have boats of their own. They have a good time
riding on the (3)
3. (A) water

(B) close

Grass is more than just food for (4)
make their houses with grass .
4. (A) trains

(B) think

(C) very

_

. Some people
(C) cows

A bird can catch a cold. If this happens to your pet bird, the best
thing to do is to keep the bird (5)
5. (A) warm

(B) guess

(C) party

One bird has its nest on top of a train! The bird must think it's
fun to go for a (6)
6. (A) wash

(B) ride

(C) give

Never hurt the bark of a tree. A tree needs its bark just as you
need your (7)
7 . (A) skin

(B) fall

Not all of the oldest trees are (8)
not much bigger than people.
8. (A) short

(B) used

(C) ask

. Some of them are
(C) tall

Can you guess what the goatfish looks like? Whiskers hang
like the beard of a goat .
down from its (9)
9. (A) ears

(B) chin,

(C) think

Grass cannot catch a cold, not even on a cold day. But grass can
get (10)
, just as you can.
10. (A) sick

(B) want

(C) toy

Birds know how to open shellfish. They carry the shellfish up
them on the rocks below.
into the air. Then they (1)
1. (A) know

(B) left

(C) drop

Sand is used for fun when people go to the beach. Sand can also
, as when it is made into sandpaper .
be put to (2)
2. (A) feed

(B) bed

(C) work

Mother chickens sit on nests of eggs day and night . When the
from the eggs.
time is right, tiny yellow chickens (3)
3. (A) hatch

(B) teach

. It keeps getting taller and

A tree never stops (4)
bigger as long as it lives.
4 . (A) growing

(C) believe

(B) dust

(C) shall

Do fish ever drink water? What do you think? They do! They
water just as you do.
(5)
5. (A) step

(B) need

(C) dress

Most deer are big. But there is one kind of deer that is small.
This deer could (6)
fit inside your lunch bag.
6. (A) kindly

(B) almost

(C) school

At one time children did not sleep in beds . They went to sleep
on bags filled with (7)
7. (A) elephants

(B) please

Cows make milk. A very (8)
of milk each day.
8 . (A) good

(B) fish

(C) grass

cow gives thirty quart&
(C) back

Some people say the letter S looks like a snake. It
(9)
like a snake, too .
'

9 . (A) picnic

(B) sounds

(C) today

More people like to walk (10)
Can you guess why?

a hill than up a hill .

10. (A) fly

(C) down

(B) fire

